Modeling study on the characteristics of laminar and turbulent argon plasma jets impinging normally upon a flat plate in ambient air
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Abstract

Modeling study is performed to compare the flow and heat transfer characteristics of laminar and turbulent argon thermal-plasma jets impinging normally upon a flat plate in ambient air. The combined-diffusion-coefficient method and the turbulence-enhanced combined-diffusion-coefficient method are employed to treat the diffusion of argon in the argon–air mixture for the laminar and the turbulent cases, respectively. Modeling results presented include the flow, temperature and argon concentration fields, the air mass flow-rates entrained into the impinging plasma jets, and the distributions of the heat flux density on the plate surface. It is found that the formation of a radial wall jet on the plate surface appreciably enhances the mass flow rate of the ambient air entrained into the laminar or turbulent plasma impinging-jet. When the plate standoff distance is comparatively small, there exists a significant difference between the laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets in their flow fields due to the occurrence of a large closed recirculation vortex in the turbulent plasma impinging-jet, and no appreciable difference is found between the two types of jets in their maximum values and distributions of the heat flux density at the plate surface. At larger plate standoff distances, the effect of the plate on the jet flow fields only appears in the region near the plate, and the axial decaying-rates of the plasma temperature, axial velocity and argon mass fraction along the axis of the laminar plasma impinging-jet become appreciably less than their turbulent counterparts.
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1. Introduction

Thermal plasma jets impinging upon substrates or workpieces are encountered in many applications of thermal plasmas in materials processing, such as plasma spraying, plasma cladding or re-melting hardening of materials surfaces, plasma preparation of functional films, etc. [1,2]. With the plasma spraying as the main research background, numerous experimental and modeling studies have been performed in past decades concerning the plasma jet characteristics without or with accounting for the presence of a substrate (e.g. see [1–16] and the references cited therein). In most of the practical applications, the working-gas flow rate of the DC arc plasma torch for generating the thermal plasma jet is comparatively large and the arc root locations at the anode surface and the arc itself in the torch nozzle are often in unceasing motion, and thus the thermal plasma jet ejected from the plasma torch is usually in a turbulent flow state. The turbulent plasma jets are always accompanied by large flow fluctuations, intensive noise emission, strong entrainment of surrounding gas into the plasma jets and thus with short lengths of the high-temperature region and steep axial gradients of plasma parameters (temperature, axial velocity, etc.). These special features of the turbulent plasma jets are often not favorable from the viewpoint of materials processing, because they will worsen the working surroundings of operators, reduce
the process repeatability and controllability, and increase the oxidation degree of metallic materials processed in air surroundings.

Stable and silent long laminar plasma jets have been successfully generated at the atmospheric pressure in recent years with elaborately designed DC arc plasma torches [17–22]. Typical working parameters of the plasma torch for generating laminar plasma jets are as follows [20–22]: arc currents 75–220 A, argon mass flow rates may vary in the ranges of 13,000–17,000 K and 600–1200 m s\(^{-1}\). Since only molecular diffusion mechanism is involved in the laminar plasma jet, the entrainment of ambient air into the laminar plasma jet is significantly reduced. Consequently, the length of the high-temperature region in the laminar plasma jet is much longer than that in the conventional turbulent plasma jet. The axial gradients of plasma temperature, axial velocity and species concentration in the laminar plasma jet are also appreciably reduced. Moreover, the length of the laminar plasma jet can be adjusted easily by changing the arc current and/or the working-gas flow rate of the plasma torch used for generating the laminar plasma jet [20–22]. These merits of the long laminar plasma jet provide a new possibility to achieve low-noise working surroundings, better process repeatability and controllability, and reduced oxidation degree of metallic materials processed in air surroundings. Preliminary attempts [20,21,23–25] to use the laminar plasma jet in the preparation of thermal barrier coatings, in the re-melting hardening of cast iron and other metals and in the cladding hardening of stainless-steel surface have shown encouraging results such as the fine microstructure, low surface roughness and small porosity of the prepared coatings, the good re-melting process controllability and surface morphologies, as well as the preferable metallurgically bonded clad layer.

With the same DC non-transferred arc plasma torch, both laminar and turbulent thermal plasma jets can be generated in experiments [20–22] and thus it is possible to compare the characteristics of laminar and turbulent thermal plasma jets for a given plasma torch. Experimental observations [20,22] show that for a fixed arc current, silent long laminar plasma jets and noisy short turbulent plasma jets are generated, respectively, at lower and higher flow rates. Between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes there exists an unsteady transitional flow regime. The transitional plasma jet is not too useful for materials processing due to its unsteadiness, and thus we are mainly interested in the laminar and turbulent plasma jet characteristics. For the laminar plasma jet, the high-temperature region length increases notably with increasing working-gas flow rate or...
are current. On the other hand, the high-temperature region length for the turbulent plasma jet is much shorter and less dependent on the working-gas flow rate or arc current of the plasma torch.

In order to deepen our understanding of the laminar plasma jet and promote its applications, Ref. [26] performed a modeling study to compare the flow and heat transfer characteristics of laminar and turbulent argon plasma jets issuing freely into the ambient air. It was shown that the significant difference between the characteristics of the laminar and turbulent plasma jets is due to that different transport mechanisms (molecular mechanism is associated with the laminar jets, while turbulent mechanism is dominant in the turbulent jets) and thus quite different air-entrainment laws are involved in the two types of plasma jets.

With the plasma re-melting and cladding hardening of materials surfaces as the main research background [20,21,23–25,27], this paper, as a continuation of [26], performs a modeling study to compare the flow and heat transfer characteristics of the laminar and turbulent argon plasma jets impinging normally upon a flat plate in the ambient air. To our knowledge, so far no such a comparative study has been conducted, although many papers were published concerning the fluid flow and heat/mass transfer characteristics of isothermal gas and flame jets impinging upon a flat plate (e.g. see the review papers [28–30]). In this study, the combined-diffusion-coefficient method proposed by Murphy [31,32] is employed to treat the diffusion of the ambient air into the laminar argon plasma jet, while the turbulence-enhanced combined-diffusion-coefficient method [15] is used to deal with the entrainment of the ambient air into the turbulent argon plasma jet, similarly to [26].

2. Modeling approach

The main assumptions employed in this study include (i) the jet flow is steady and axi-symmetrical; (ii) the plasma is in the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) state and optically thin to radiation; (iii) the swirling velocity component can be neglected in comparison with the axial velocity; (iv) the diffusion of argon within the argon–air mixture can be handled by the combined-diffusion-coefficient method [15] is used to deal with the temperature gradient

Here $u$ and $v$ are the axial ($x$-) and radial ($r$-) velocity components; $p$ the pressure; and $\rho$, $\mu$, $k$, $c_p$, $h$ and $U_t$ the temperature- and composition-dependent plasma density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat at constant pressure, specific enthalpy and radiation power per unit volume of plasma, respectively. In Eq. (4), the terms containing $(h_A - h_B)$ represent the contribution of species diffusion to the energy transport, where $h_A$ and $h_B$ are the temperature-dependent specific enthalpies of gases A (pure argon) and B (pure air), respectively. $f_A$ is the mass fraction of argon in the argon–air mixture and is solved by use of the following species conservation equation [26,33]:

$$\frac{\partial (\rho u)}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial (\rho rv)}{\partial r} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \left( \frac{\partial f_A}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial \left( r U_t \frac{\partial f_A}{\partial r} \right)}{\partial r} \right] + S_t$$

(5)

$J_x$ and $J_r$ are the axial ($x$-) and radial ($r$-) components of the following argon diffusion mass flux vector [31]:

$$J_A = -n(\frac{n}{\rho}) \bar{m}_A \bar{m}_B \nabla X_A - \nabla X_A \nabla \ln T$$

where $n$ is the total gas-particle number density, $\bar{m}_A$ and $\bar{m}_B$ are the averaged gas-particle masses for all the heavy particles (excluding electrons) coming from argon and those from air, $X_A$ is the mole fraction of argon in the mixture, whereas $D_{\text{AB}}$ and $D_{\text{AB}}$ are the combined ordinary diffusion coefficient associated with the argon mole-fraction gradient $\nabla X_A$ and the combined thermal diffusion coefficient associated with the temperature gradient $\nabla T$, respectively [31]. The transport coefficient in Eq. (5) can be expressed as [26,33] $I_t = [\bar{m}_A \bar{m}_B / (\bar{M}_M)] \bar{m}_B \bar{D}_{\text{AB}}$, in which $\bar{M}$ and $\bar{M}_A$ are the averaged gas-particle mass for all the gas particles (including electrons) of the gas mixture and that for all the gas particles coming from argon [31], respectively. The source term $S_t$ in Eq. (5) is expressed as [26,33]

$$S_t = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \Gamma_t \frac{f_A}{\bar{M}} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} \right) - \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \Gamma_t \frac{f_A}{\bar{M}} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} \right)$$

$$+ \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \Gamma_t \frac{f_A}{\bar{M}} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} \right) - \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \Gamma_t \frac{f_A}{\bar{M}} \frac{\partial M}{\partial r} \right)$$

(7)
On the other hand, for the study of the characteristics of turbulent argon plasma jets issuing into the ambient air, Eqs. (1)–(7) are still be employed but all the physical quantities appearing in those equations are their time-averaged values. In addition, the molecular transport coefficients appearing in the conservation equations (2)–(5) are substituted by their counterparts containing both the turbulent and molecular contributions. Namely, μ in Eqs. (2) and (3) is substituted by (μT + μ), k/εp in Eq. (4) substituted by [(μT/Prk) + (k/εp)], and ΓT in Eq. (5) is substituted by [(μT/ScT) + ΓT0]. In addition, an additional term representing the turbulent diffusion flux, i.e. −(μT/ScT)V/ε, is added into the right-hand side of Eq. (6) for the argon diffusion mass flux vector J. Here μT is the turbulent viscosity, and μT is calculated by μT = CμρK²/ε when the K–ε two-equation turbulence model is employed. K and ε are the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate, and are solved by

\[ \frac{\partial(\rho u K)}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial K}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial K}{\partial r} \right) + G - \rho e \]

\[ \frac{\partial(\rho w)}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial e}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial e}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\epsilon}{K} (C_1 G - C_2 \rho e) \]

where Cμ, C1, C2, Prh, ScT, Prk and Prj are constants in the turbulence model, and in this study they are taken to be their commonly adopted values, i.e. 0.09, 1.44, 1.92, 0.9, 1.0, 1.0 and 1.3, respectively. The turbulence generation term, G, in Eqs. (8) and (9) is expressed as

\[ G = \mu_T \left[ 2 \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right)^2 + 2 \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial r} \right)^2 + 2 \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial r} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right)^2 \right] \]

The computational domain used in the modeling is denoted as A–B–C–D–E–A in Fig. 1. The radius of the jet inlet (A–B) is 4 mm. D–E is the flat plate impinged by the plasma jet, and the radial size (DE or AC) of the computational domain is taken to be 50 mm. The axial size (CD or AE) can vary in the range of 10–100 mm to investigate the effect of the distance between the flat plate and the torch exit or jet inlet (will be denoted by L and called the plate standoff distance hereafter). Boundary conditions are as follows.

(i) At the jet inlet (A–B): v = 0, fA = 1.0, and the following profiles of axial velocity and temperature are used:

\[ u = U_0 \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{r}{R_{in}} \right)^{1/4} \right], \]

\[ T = (T_0 - T_w) \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{r}{R_{in}} \right)^{2/3} \right] + T_w \]

in which R in is the radius of the jet-inlet section (4 mm), T w is the inner wall temperature of plasma torch and T 0 is 700 K, whereas U 0 and T 0 are the maximum axial velocity and temperature at jet-inlet axis (U 0 will be called the jet-inlet velocity and T 0 the jet-inlet temperature hereafter), respectively. For the turbulent cases, K = 0.00005 × u² and ε = K³/(2L T) are used at the jet-inlet section A–B, where L T = 0.075δ0.1/Cu²⁴ and δ0.1 is the jet width defined by the radial distance at which the axial velocity reduces to u = 0.1 × U 0 [14,15]. The axial velocity and temperature profiles (11) were employed in a few previous studies [14,15] and were shown to be able to predict plasma temperature, velocity and species concentration fields in reasonable agreement with corresponding experimental data for a typical turbulent argon plasma jet issuing into the ambient air. For facilitating the comparison of laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jet characteristics, the same inlet velocity and temperature profiles are used in this study for both the laminar and turbulent plasma jets.

(ii) At the rear surface B–C of the plasma torch wall, for the laminar case, u = v = 0 and zero diffusion flux are employed, and the wall temperature is assumed to vary in the radial direction according to the relation

\[ T = 700 - 400 \left[ \frac{\ln(r/R_{in})}{\ln(R/R_{in})} \right] \]

in which R in and R are the inner radius and outer radius of the plasma torch wall. For the turbulent jet case, wall function method is used to treat the B–C boundary conditions.

(iii) Along the outer free boundary C–D, the following conditions are employed:

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial r} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial (pv)}{\partial r} = 0, \]

and

if v < 0 : \[ T = 300 \text{ K}, \quad f_A = 0, \quad K = 0, \quad \varepsilon = 0 \]

if v > 0 : \[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial f_A}{\partial r} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial K}{\partial r} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial r} = 0 \]

(iv) At the plate surface D–E, for the laminar case, u = v = 0 and zero diffusion flux are employed and the wall temperature is assumed to be 1000 K. For
the turbulent jet case, the wall function method is also used to treat the D–E boundary conditions.

(v) Along the jet axis A–E, the axi-symmetrical conditions are employed:

\[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial r} = 0 \quad (\phi = u, h, f_A, K, \epsilon), \quad v = 0 \quad (13) \]

The SIMPLER algorithm [35] is used to solve the governing equations (1)–(5), (8) and (9) associated with their boundary conditions to obtain the velocity, specific enthalpy, argon mass fraction and turbulent parameter (for turbulent case) fields in the plasma jets. The temperature field can be easily calculated from the computed distributions of the specific enthalpy and argon mass fraction using the argon–air plasma property tables compiled for different temperatures and different argon mass fractions [32]. The number of grid points employed in the computation are 124 \((x) \times 78 \) (r-direction). Non-uniform mesh is adopted with finer mesh spacing near the plate surface, the jet axis and the jet inlet. A numerical test shows that mesh-independent results have been obtained using the 124 \( \times 78 \) mesh.

3. Modeling results and discussion

Typical modeling results are presented in Figs. 2–12 to compare the flow and heat/mass transfer characteristics of laminar and turbulent argon plasma jets impinging normally upon a flat plate in ambient air. In order to reveal more clearly the difference between the characteristics of laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets, the same values of the \( U_0 \) and \( T_0 \) in the radial profiles (11) will be used at first for both the laminar and turbulent cases. It is noted that in experiments almost the same \( U_0 \) and \( T_0 \) values may be obtained for both the laminar and turbulent plasma jets using some combinations of torch parameters [21,22].

For the practical applications of plasma jets in re-melting or cladding hardening of metallic materials surfaces [20,21,23–25,27], usually the plate standoff distance \( L \) is comparatively small, e.g. about 10 mm. Hence, our modeling studies are first concerned with such a case of smaller plate standoff distance, and after that the effects of the plate standoff distance on the impinging plasma jet characteristics will be investigated. For the case with the jet-inlet velocity \( U_0 = 1000 \) m s\(^{-1}\) and temperature \( T_0 = 14,000 \) K...
in Eq. (11) and the plate standoff distance $L = 10$ mm, Fig. 2 compares the computed streamlines in the laminar (upper semi-plane) and turbulent (lower semi-plane) plasma impinging-jets. Corresponding computed isolines of the plasma temperature, axial velocity and argon mass fraction in the impinging plasma jets are compared in Figs. 3–5. It can be seen from the computed streamlines shown in the upper semi-plane of Fig. 2 that the ambient air is first continuously entrained into the laminar plasma impinging-jet, and the forward-flowing main jet changes its flow direction as it approaches to the plate and transforms into an axi-symmetrical radial wall jet, which flows outward along the plate surface into the ambient air. The ambient air is also entrained into the wall jet, and thus the existence of the flat plate significantly enhances the air entrainment rate. There is a distinct difference between the flow pattern in the turbulent plasma impinging-jet shown in the lower semi-plane of Fig. 2 and its laminar counterpart shown in the upper semi-plane of Fig. 2 for the present case with comparatively small plate standoff distance ($L = 10$ mm). Namely, a large axi-symmetrical closed recirculation vortex, which does not occur in the laminar impinging-jet, appears in the turbulent plasma impinging-jet. The reason for such a large closed recirculation vortex to appear in the turbulent impinging-jet is as follows: since turbulent transport mechanism is dominant in the turbulent jet, instead of the molecular transport mechanism in the laminar jet, the ability of the turbulent jet to entrain the surrounding gas is much larger than that of the laminar.
jet [26]. Comparison of the computed streamlines shown in the upper and lower semi-planes of Fig. 2 shows that even at the cross section 2 mm from the jet inlet, the mass flow rate of the ambient air entrained into the turbulent plasma impinging-jet has already been approximately equal to that into the whole laminar plasma impinging-jet for this case with $L = 10$ mm. As a result, there is no enough time for the turbulent plasma impinging-jet to entrain enough gas directly from the ambient air to satisfy its higher entrainment requirement at the jet downstream region. Instead, a part of the argon–air mixture is recirculating to serve as the gas entrained into both the turbulent forward-flowing main jet and the outward-flowing radial wall jet to fulfill their higher entrainment requirement. Due to the existence of such a large closed recirculation vortex in the turbulent plasma impinging-jet, the outermost isolines of the plasma temperature and argon mass fraction are pushed towards the left-hand side, as seen in the lower semi-planes of Figs. 3 and 5, respectively. The outermost isoline of axial velocity shown in the lower semi-plane of Fig. 4 is less influenced since the magnitudes of the reverse flow velocity in the recirculation vortex are much less than 100 m s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 6 compares the heat flux density distributions on the plate surface for the laminar (left semi-plane) and turbulent (right semi-plane) plasma impinging-jets with fixed plate standoff distance ($L = 10$ mm) and jet-inlet velocity ($U_0 = 1000$ m s$^{-1}$) but different jet-inlet temperatures ($T_0 = 10,000, 12,000, 14,000$ and $16,000$ K). For a given combination of jet-inlet temperature and velocity, the calculated heat flux density on the plate surface assumes its maximum value at the jet axis and decreases rapidly in the radial direction. As expected, the maximum heat flux density increases with increasing jet-inlet temperature. It is noted that for the present case with small plate standoff distance ($L = 10$ mm), there is no appreciable difference between the laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets in their maximum values and distributions of the calculated heat flux density and even narrower radial profiles are obtained for the turbulent jet case. This prediction is not consistent with usual anticipation (smaller peak values and wider radial profiles for a turbulent jet), and is caused by the presence of the closed recirculation vortex in the turbulent plasma impinging-jet, which compresses the forward-flowing main jet, prevents the expanding of the turbulent impinging-jet and reduces the
net air flow rate entrained into the turbulent plasma impinging-jet. For the cases with fixed plate standoff distance ($L = 10\, \text{mm}$) and jet-inlet temperature but different jet-inlet velocities, computed results show that the maximum heat flux density increase with increasing jet-inlet velocity, as expected.

Similar modeling results are also obtained concerning the pressure and shear stress distributions at the plate surface, i.e. there is no appreciable difference between the laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets in their calculated maximum values and distributions of the surface pressure and shear stress for the case with $L = 10\, \text{mm}$.

The total axial mass flux will unceasingly increase in the axial direction of a freely flowing plasma jet due to the continuous entrainment of surrounding gas into the jet [26]. However, for the impinging plasma jet under study, the total axial mass flux increases at first due to the entrainment of ambient air into the main jet but decreases as the main jet approaches to the flat plate, which forces the jet change its flow direction and out-flow from the computational domain as a radial wall jet. The net axial mass flux of the ambient air entrained into the plasma jet, which is equal to the local axial mass flux minus that at the jet inlet, at the location with an axial distance $x$ from the jet inlet is calculated by

$$F_e = \int_0^x 2\pi r u r dr - \left( \int_0^x 2\pi r u r dr \right)_{\text{inlet}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Fig. 9. Comparison of the computed temperature fields in the laminar (upper semi-planes) and turbulent (lower semi-planes) plasma impinging-jets. Outermost isotherm – 1000 K, isotherm interval – 1000 K: (a) $L = 20\, \text{mm}$, (b) $L = 40\, \text{mm}$, (c) $L = 100\, \text{mm}$. $U_0 = 1000\, \text{m s}^{-1}$ and $T_0 = 14,000\, \text{K}$.

Fig. 10. Variations of the plasma axial velocity along the axis of the impinging plasma jet for different plate locations. $T_0 = 14,000\, \text{K}$ and $U_0 = 1000\, \text{m s}^{-1}$: (a) laminar jets, (b) turbulent jets. The numerals within the figures denote the plate standoff distances.
of the net axial mass flux in the laminar (a) and turbulent (b) plasma impinging-jets. Fig. 7 compares the computed axial variations of the jet-inlet conditions and for larger plate standoff distances (20, 40 and 100 mm) are qualitatively similar, i.e. the ambient air is continuously entrained into the laminar or turbulent impinging-jet due to the additional entrainment of the wall jet, as is demonstrated by comparing the computed streamlines shown in the upper semi-planes of Fig. 8 under the same plate standoff distance on the flow patterns in laminar plasma impinging-jets are shown in the upper semi-planes and corresponding results for the turbulent plasma impinging-jets are shown in the lower semi-planes of Fig. 8. Now we turn to study the effect of the plate standoff distance on the flow and heat transfer characteristics of laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets. It is expected that with the increase of the plate standoff distance, the closed recirculation vortex appearing in the flow field of the turbulent plasma impinging-jet, as shown in the lower semi-plane of Fig. 2 for \( L = 10 \) mm, will move downstream, shrink in sizes and then disappear at large \( L \) values. The effects of the plate standoff distance on the flow patterns in laminar plasma impinging-jets are shown in the upper semi-planes and corresponding results for the turbulent plasma impinging-jets are shown in the lower semi-planes of Fig. 8 under the same jet-inlet conditions and for larger plate standoff distances (\( L \geq 2 \) mm). It is seen from Fig. 8(a)–(c) that the flow patterns in the laminar plasma impinging-jets for different plate standoff distances (20, 40 and 100 mm) are qualitatively similar, i.e. the ambient air is continuously entrained into the main jet and the forward-flowing main jet changes its flow direction when it approaches to the plate and turns into a radial wall jet out-flowing from the computational domain. It is found that the existence of the flat plate not only forces the forward-flowing main jet change its flow direction but also significantly enhances the mass flow rate of the ambient air entrained into the laminar impinging-jet due to the additional entrainment of the wall jet.

where \( R \) is the outer radius of the computational domain, i.e. 50 mm. Fig. 7 compares the computed axial variations of the net axial mass flux in the laminar (a) and turbulent (b) plasma impinging-jets for the cases with fixed plate standoff distances (\( L = 10 \) mm) and jet-inlet temperature (\( T_0 = 14,000 \) K) but different jet-inlet axial velocities (\( U_0 = 400, 600, 800 \) and \( 1000 \) m s\(^{-1} \)) for laminar jets, whereas \( U_0 = 1000, 1200, 1400 \) and \( 1600 \) m s\(^{-1} \) for turbulent jets). It is seen from Fig. 7(a) that for a given jet-inlet velocity, the net axial mass flux \( F_e \) in the laminar plasma impinging-jet at first increases monotonously in the main jet region and then decreases rapidly as the forward-flowing main jet approaches to the plate due to that the gas turns to out-flow as a radial wall jet and leaves from the computational domain. It is noted that the net axial mass flux \( F_e \) has dropped to zero at a certain location with distance \( A_t \) from the plate surface. It means that the mass flow rate out-flowing from the computational domain between the section with the axial location \( x = L - A_t \) and the plate surface (\( x = L \)) is equal to the jet-inlet mass flow rate. With the increase of the jet-inlet velocity, the maximum net axial mass flux \( F_e \) increases but the \( A_t \) decreases (associated with the increase of the velocities in wall jet). On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) shows that for a given jet-inlet velocity, the net axial mass flux \( F_e \) in the turbulent plasma impinging-jet assumes its maximum much earlier than the laminar case due to the existence of the large closed recirculation vortex and the net axial mass flux drops to zero at a distance \( A_T \) from the plate surface. With the increase of the jet-inlet velocity, also the maximum net mass flow rate increases and the \( A_T \) decreases. However, the maximum net axial mass flux in the turbulent impinging-jet for the case with \( U_0 = 1000 \) m s\(^{-1} \), \( T_0 = 10,000 \) K and \( L = 10 \) mm is somewhat less than its counterpart in the laminar impinging-jet. Similar computed results are also obtained for the cases with fixed jet-inlet velocity (\( U_0 = 1000 \) m s\(^{-1} \)) but different jet-inlet temperatures (\( T_0 = 10,000, 12,000, 14,000 \) and \( 16,000 \) K). Namely, the maximum net entrained-air flow rates for the turbulent plasma jets appear much earlier than the laminar case (not shown as figures). The maximum net axial mass flux entrained into the laminar or turbulent impinging-jet increases with increasing jet-inlet velocity, as shown in Fig. 7, but decreases with increasing jet-inlet temperature (or decreasing jet-inlet mass flow rate).

Now we turn to study the effect of the plate standoff distance on the flow and heat transfer characteristics of laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets. It is found that the existence of the flat plate not only forces the forward-flowing main jet change its flow direction but also significantly enhances the mass flow rate of the ambient air entrained into the laminar impinging-jet due to the additional entrainment of the wall jet.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the computed heat flux density distributions on the plate surface for the cases with fixed jet-inlet temperature (\( T_0 = 14,000 \) K) and velocity (\( U_0 = 1000 \) m s\(^{-1} \)) but different plate standoff distances for the laminar (left semi-plane) and turbulent (right semi-plane) plasma impinging-jets.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the computed argon mass fraction distributions on the plate surface for the cases with fixed jet-inlet temperature (\( T_0 = 14,000 \) K) and velocity (\( U_0 = 1000 \) m s\(^{-1} \)) but different plate standoff distances for the laminar (left semi-plane) and turbulent (right semi-plane) plasma impinging-jets.
Semi-plane of Fig. 8(c) (impinging-jet) with those in Fig. 8(d) (free jet) for $L = 100$ mm. The flow rate of the ambient air entrained into the laminar plasma impinging-jet increases with increasing plate standoff distance $L$, but is not directly proportional to $L$. It is also seen from the lower semi-planes of Fig. 8 that when the plate standoff distance is $\geq 20$ mm, the flow patterns in the turbulent plasma impinging-jets are also qualitatively similar, i.e. the ambient air is continuously entrained into the main jet and the forward-flowing jet changes its flow direction as it approaches to the plate and turns into a radial wall jet out-flowing from the computational domain. The existence of the flat plate also appreciably enhances the air entrainment into the turbulent plasma impinging-jets, as is demonstrated by comparing the computed streamlines shown in the lower semi-plane of Fig. 8(c) (impinging-jet) with those shown in the lower semi-plane of Fig. 8(d) (free jet) for $L = 100$ mm. The mass flow rates of the ambient air entrained into the turbulent plasma free-jets are much greater than their laminar counterparts, and thus the expanding angles of the turbulent jets are larger than their laminar counterparts [26]. The same conclusion is also qualitatively applicable to the turbulent plasma impinging-jets for the case with the plate standoff distance $\geq 20$ mm. However, the case with the plate standoff distance $L = 10$ mm is quite different, where a large closed recirculation vortex appears in the flow field of the turbulent plasma impinging-jet and the net air entrainment rate is reduced, as discussed above associated with Fig. 2.

Fig. 9 compares the computed temperature distributions in laminar (upper semi-planes) and turbulent (lower semi-planes) plasma impinging-jets for the cases with the same jet-inlet temperature ($T_0 = 14,000$ K) and velocity ($U_0 = 1000$ m s$^{-1}$) but different plate standoff distances ($L = 20$, 40 and 100 mm). It is seen that when the plate standoff distance is comparatively large ($\geq 20$ mm), the plasma temperature at the outer edge of stagnation-point boundary layer on the plane surface for the laminar jet is appreciably higher than that for the turbulent jet due to larger entrained flow rate of the ambient air and thus rapid decay rate of plasma temperature are involved in the turbulent jet. The presence of the flat plate only affects on the temperature distributions in the near-plate region of the impinging plasma jets, while the temperature distributions in the upstream region of the plasma jets are less influenced and almost identical to corresponding free plasma jets. Similar conclusion is also obtained from comparing the computed axial velocity or argon mass fraction distributions in laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets for the cases with the same $T_0$ and $U_0$ but different plate standoff distances (not shown here as separate figures). On the other hand, when the plate standoff distance is small (e.g. for $L = 10$ mm), the difference between laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets in their high-temperature regions is not appreciable due to the presence of the ‘potential core’ and the large closed recirculation vortex in the turbulent jet, as discussed above associated with Figs. 3 and 6.

The mentioned impinging-jet behavior is revealed more clearly in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 shows the variations of plasma axial velocity along the axis of the laminar (a) and turbulent (b) plasma impinging-jets for a few different plate standoff distances, respectively. In this figure, the numerals represent the plate standoff distances, i.e. $L = 10$, 20, 30 and 40 mm, respectively. Since the unceasing entrainment of ambient air into the plasma jets, the plasma axial velocity always decreases with increasing axial distance from the jet inlet, and rapider decreases only appear in the region near the plate surface. It means that the presence of plate only affect appreciably the axial velocity distribution in the region near the plate. Corresponding computed results concerning the variations of plasma temperature along the axis of the laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets also show that the plasma temperature always decreases with increasing axial distance due to the air entrainment, and rapider decreases only appear in the region near the plate surface (not shown here as separate figures). The plate affecting-zones for the plasma temperature distributions are even narrower than those for the axial velocity distributions along the jet axis.

Figs. 11 and 12 compare the computed heat flux density and argon mass fraction distributions on the plate surface for the laminar (on left semi-planes) and turbulent (on right semi-planes) plasma impinging-jets with the same $T_0$ and $U_0$ but different plate standoff distances, respectively. It is seen that the maximum values of heat flux density and argon mass fraction decrease with increasing plate standoff distance, but the decreasing rates of the maximum heat flux density and argon mass fraction for the laminar plasma impinging-jets are much less than their counterparts for the turbulent plasma impinging-jets. The argon mass fractions at the plate center for the laminar plasma jets are appreciably higher than their turbulent counterparts for the cases with larger plate standoff distances.

It is expected that if a larger radial size of the computational domain (e.g. larger than 50 mm) is used, the maximum mass flow rate of ambient air entrained into the impinging plasma jet will increase, mainly due to that more air will be entrained into the wall jet region as the radial size increases. However, such an additional air entrainment of the wall jet with larger radial distance does not affect appreciably the flow, temperature and argon concentration fields as well as the wall heat flux distribution in the central region of the impinging plasma jets, and thus less influences the plasma materials processing.

The LTE assumption has been used in this modeling study. It is anticipated that non-LTE effects may appear near the plate surface or near the outer edge of the plasma jet. Including the non-LTE effects in the modeling will be the subject of subsequent studies.

4. Conclusions

Understanding the different characteristics of laminar and turbulent plasma impinging-jets is important for the applications of the plasma jets in materials processing.
Modeling results concerning the characteristics of laminar and turbulent argon plasma jets impinging normally upon a flat plate in ambient air show that due to the additional entrainment produced by the wall jet flowing along the plate surface, the mass flow rate of the ambient air entrained into the impinging-jet is more than that into corresponding free jet. The plasma parameters (temperature, axial velocity, argon mass fraction, etc.) are affected by the presence of the plate mainly in the near-plate region, and the decaying rates of the plasma parameters in the turbulent impinging-jet are often appreciably larger than their laminar counterparts due to that more air is entrained into the turbulent jet. However, for the case with the short plate standoff distance \((L = 10 \text{ mm})\) typical for plasma re-melting or cladding hardening of materials surfaces, it is found that there exists a larger closed recirculation vortex in the turbulent impinging-jet. As a result, only a little difference exists between the two types of jets in their maximum values and radial distributions of the heat flux density at the plate surface under the same jet-inlet conditions for this case.
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